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President Barack obama speaks in the east room of the White House in Washington, Monday 
during a ceremony where he presents the Commander-in-Chief trophy to the Air Force Academy 
football team. 

by bEN FELLER
AP White house CorresPondent

WASHINGTON (AP) – 
Wooing young voters, Presi-
dent Barack Obama is on a 
blitz to keep the cost of col-
lege loans from soaring for 
millions of students, taking 
his message to three states 
strategically important to 
his re-election bid. By tak-
ing on student debt, Obama 
is speaking to middle-class 
America and targeting an 
enormous burden that 
threatens the economic re-
covery.

Before Obama got his 
road trip under way, Repub-
lican opponent Mitt Romney 
found a way to steal some 
thunder from the president’s 
campaign argument: He 
agreed with it.

The competitors are now 
on record for freezing the 
current interest rates on a 
popular federal loan for poor-
er and middle-class students. 
The issue is looming because 
the rate will double from 3.4 
percent to 6.8 percent on Ju-
ly 1 without intervention by 
Congress, an expiration date 
chosen in 2007 when a Dem-
ocratic Congress voted to 
chop the rate in half.

Obama is heading to cam-
puses in the South, West and 
Midwest to sell his message 
to colleges audiences bound 
to support it. As he pressures 
Republicans in Congress to 
act, he will also be trying to 
energize the young people 
essential to his campaign –
those who voted for him last 
time and the many more who 
have turned voting age since 
then.

Obama takes on college 
costs, eyes young voters

The president speaks to-
day at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, and then the Uni-
versity of Iowa on Wednes-
day. All three universities are 
in states that Obama carried 
in 2008, and all three states 
are considered among the 
several that could swing to 
Obama or Romney and help 
decide a close 2012 election.

Both campaigns are fight-
ing for the support of voters 
buried in college debt. The 
national debt amassed on 
student loans is higher than 
that for credit cards or auto 
loans.

The Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York has estimated 
about 15 percent of Ameri-
cans, or 37 million people, 
have outstanding student 
loan debt. The banks put the 
total at $870 billion, though 
other estimates have reached 

$1 trillion. About two-thirds 
of student loan debt is held 
by people under 30.

Obama, previewing the 
message he will give at all 
three colleges, said over the 
weekend that allowing the 
interest rates to double this 
summer would hurt more 
than 7 million students. The 
White House said it would 
cost students $1,000, based 
on the average amount bor-
rowed a year ($4,200) and 
the average time it takes to 
pay the loan (12 years).

“That would be a tremen-
dous blow,” Obama said. 
“And it’s completely prevent-
able.”

Romney agreed with that 
conclusion even in the midst 
of blasting Obama’s eco-
nomic leadership. “Given 
the bleak job prospects that 
young Americans coming 
out of college face today, I 
encourage Congress to tem-

porarily extend the low rate,” 
Romney said in a statement.

Obama and Romney are 
championing what amounts 
to a one-year, election-year 
fix at a cost of roughly $6 bil-
lion. Congress seems headed 
that way. Members of both 
parties are assessing ways to 
cover the costs and win the 
votes in the House and Sen-
ate, which is far from a po-
litical certainty. All parties 
involved have political in-
centive to keep the rates as 
they are.

Obama carried voters be-
tween the ages of 18-29 by 
a margin of about 2-to-1 in 
2008, but many recent col-
lege graduates have faced 
high levels of unemploy-
ment. That raises concerns 
for the president about 
whether they will vote and 
volunteer for him in such 
large numbers again.

romney 
agrees with 
freeze of 
interest rates
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A computer-generated image provided by Planetary resources, 
a group of high-tech tycoons that wants to mine nearby aster-
oids, shows a conceptual rendering of a spacecraft preparing to 
capture a water-rich, near-earth asteroid. the group’s mega-
million dollar plan is to use commercially built robotic ships to 
squeeze rocket fuel and valuable minerals like platinum and gold 
out of the lifeless rocks that routinely whiz by earth. one of the 
company founders predicts they could have their version of a 
space-based gas station up and running by 2020.

by SETH bORENSTEIN
AP sCienCe Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) – A 
group of high-tech tycoons 
wants to mine nearby aster-
oids, hoping to turn science 
fiction into real profits.

The mega-million dollar 
plan is to use commercially 
built robotic ships to squeeze 
rocket fuel and valuable min-
erals like platinum and gold 
out of the lifeless rocks that 
routinely whiz by Earth. One 
of the company founders pre-
dicts they could have their 
version of a space-based gas 
station up and running by 
2020.

The inaugural step, to be 
achieved in the next 18 to 24 
months, would be launching 
the first in a series of private 
telescopes that would search 
for rich asteroid targets.

Several scientists not in-
volved in the project said 
they were simultaneously 
thrilled and skeptical, call-
ing the plan daring, difficult 
– and highly expensive. They 
struggle to see how it could 
be cost-effective, even with 
platinum and gold worth 
nearly $1,600 an ounce. An 
upcoming NASA mission to 
return just 2 ounces of an as-
teroid to Earth will cost about 
$1 billion.

But the entrepreneurs an-
nouncing the project Tues-
day in Seattle have a track 
record of making big mon-
ey off ventures into space. 
Company founders Eric An-
derson and Peter Diamandis 
pioneered the idea of selling 
rides into space to tourists 
and, Diamandis’ company 

offers “weightless” airplane 
flights.

Investors and advisers to 
the new company, Planetary 
Resources Inc. of Seattle, in-
clude Google CEO Larry Page 
and Executive Chairman Er-
ic Schmidt and explorer and 
filmmaker James Cameron.

The mining, fuel process-
ing and later refueling would 
all be done without humans, 
Anderson said.

“It is the stuff of science 
fiction, but like in so many 
other areas of science fiction, 
it’s possible to begin the pro-
cess of making them real-
ity,” said former astronaut 
Thomas Jones, an adviser to 
the company.

The target-hunting tele-
scopes would be tubes only 
a couple of feet long, weigh-

ing only a few dozen pounds 
and small enough to be held 
in your hand. They should 
cost less than $10 million, 
company officials said.

The idea that asteroids 
could be mined for resourc-
es has been around for years. 
Asteroids are the leftovers of 
a failed attempt to form a 
planet billions of years ago. 
Most of the remnants be-
came the asteroid belt be-
tween Mars and Jupiter, but 
some pieces were pushed out 
to roam the solar system.

Asteroids are made mostly 
of rock and metal and range 
from a couple of dozen feet 
wide to nearly 10 miles long. 
The new venture targets the 
free-flying asteroids, seeking 
to extract from them the rare 
Earth platinum metals that 

are used in batteries, elec-
tronics and medical devices, 
Diamandis said.

Water can be broken down 
in space to liquid oxygen and 
liquid hydrogen for rocket fu-
el. Water is very expensive to 
get off the ground so the plan 
is to take it from an aster-
oid to a spot in space where 
it can be converted into fuel. 
From there, it can easily and 
cheaply be shipped to Earth 
orbit for refueling commer-
cial satellites or spaceships 
from NASA and other coun-
tries.

In the past couple of years, 
NASA and other space agen-
cies have shifted their at-
tention from the moon and 
other planets toward aster-
oids. Because asteroids don’t 
have any substantial gravity, 
targeting them costs less fu-
el and money than going to 
the moon, Anderson said in a 
phone interview.

There are probably 1,500 
asteroids that pass near 
Earth that would be good ini-
tial targets. 

They are at least 160 feet 
wide, and Anderson figures 
10 percent of them have wa-
ter and other valuable min-
erals.

“A depot within a decade 
seems incredible. I hope 
there will be someone to use 
it,” said Andrew Cheng at 
Johns Hopkins University’s 
Applied Physics Lab, who was 
the chief scientist for a NASA 
mission to an asteroid a de-
cade ago. “And I have high 
hopes that commercial uses 
of space will become prof-
itable beyond Earth orbit. 
Maybe the time has come.”

Space experts said such a 
bold project has huge start-
up costs. Diamandis and 
Anderson would not dis-
close how much the project 

will cost overall. Diamandis 
said by building and launch-
ing quickly, the company 
will operate much cheaper 
than NASA.

U.S. company aims to strike it rich by mining asteroids
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If Supreme Court rejects 
Obama’s health law, employers 
will drive their own overhaul

(AP) — If the Supreme Court strikes down President 
Barack Obama’s health care law, employers and insurance 
companies — not the government — will be the main driv-
ers of change over the next decade and maybe even lon-
ger.

They’ll borrow some ideas from Obamacare, and push 
harder to cut costs.

Business can’t and won’t take care of America’s 50 mil-
lion uninsured, but for the majority with coverage, here’s 
what experts say to expect:
n  Workers will bear more of their own medical costs as 

job coverage shifts to plans with higher deductibles, the 
amount you pay out of pocket each year before insurance 
kicks in. Traditional workplace insurance will lose ground 
to high-deductible plans with tax-free accounts for routine 
medical expenses, to which employers can contribute.
n  Increasingly, smokers will face financial penalties if 

they don’t at least seriously try to quit. Employees with a 
weight problem and high cholesterol are next. They may 
get tagged as health risks and nudged into diet programs.

Official Washington treads 
delicately around Secret 
Service prostitution scandal

(AP) — The widening Secret Service prostitution scan-
dal has touched off a delicate dance in Washington.

People are loath to criticize an agency whose employ-
ees are trained to take a bullet for the people they protect. 
Members of Congress pressing for the juicy stories risk re-
viving — or having revealed — some of their own.

Yet all parties claim to want the truth about the extent 
of sworn officers working for one of the nation’s premier 
law enforcement agencies hiring Colombian sex workers 
ahead of President Barack Obama’s visit there and whether 
national security may have been compromised.

Spinning the facts as they emerge poses more risk: The 
Secret Service and the military are supposed to be above 
politics, dedicated to protecting presidents, their families 
and the nation.

Fed is expected to stick with 
current stance on rates and 
bond buying

(AP) — The Federal Reserve will have plenty to say about 
the economy Wednesday, when its two-day policy meeting 
ends with a statement, updated forecasts and Chairman 
Ben Bernanke’s latest news conference.

Whether all that information will signal any shift in its 
outlook or the prospect of further steps to boost the econ-
omy is far from clear.

The Fed will likely repeat its plan to keep short-term in-
terest rates at record lows through 2014. It may also signal 
that it won’t likely launch any new program to lower lon-
ger-term rates unless the economy weakens.
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